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CLOUD COMPUTING SOLUTIONS
Cloud computing enables convenient on-demand access to a shared pool of
resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be
rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management. It helps your company
maximize IT eﬃciency while minimizing costs. Atlantic.Net’s scalable and robust
cloud computing platform is supported by our worldclass infrastructure and certiﬁed engineers. Managing complex networks, servers, and storage has never been
easier or more cost eﬀective!
Years of experience in connectivity, advanced computing, and hosting solutions
enable us to make cloud computing work for you. Unlike other one-size-ﬁts-all
cloud computing solutions, our approach is to conﬁgure a ‘cloud’ to serve you.
Industry Leading Cloud Service Level Guarantee
Network Uptime - 100% Guaranteed
Cloud Server Hardware - 100% Guaranteed
Infrastructure - 100% Guaranteed
Comprehensive Cloud Computing Solutions
Atlantic.Net empowers users with IT capabilities previously available only to
corporations with unlimited budgets. We provide a full line of cloud computing
solutions to give you Infrastructure as a Service to best meet your business needs.

PRIVATE CLOUD
Are you considering cloud computing but have privacy, security, and compliance
concerns? Private Cloud addresses those fears with a deployment of dedicated and
secure resources using hypervisor technology. A Private Cloud is a hosting solution
that combines a dedicated hardware platform with a virtualization layer that
enables you to provision and manage virtual machines, security, and storage within
a predeﬁned set of physical systems. Our Private Clouds are provisioned using the
latest hardware and software technology, including custom VMware, KVM, or Xen
conﬁgurations to increase ﬂexibility and portability. Private Clouds oﬀer the
beneﬁts and savings of cloud technology with the assurance that your applications
reside on a totally private infrastructure dedicated exclusively to your organization.
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CLOUD SERVERS
A Cloud Server, or Public Cloud, helps eliminate the need to constantly purchase
hardware. It also reduces maintenance costs associated with server infrastructure. Our Cloud Servers are an extremely cost-eﬀective computing solution for
companies looking to get more for less.
We can build, test, and deploy Windows or Linux servers in the cloud in seconds.
A superior alternative to virtual private servers, Cloud Servers allow you to:
Scale servers
Pay only for what you use
Run any software you wish
Maintain full administrative access to your servers
Create and control Cloud Servers programmatically using the RESTful API
Provision servers in seconds on a highly redundant hardware platform
Bill to the nearest second, starting at 1.5 cents per hour, with ﬂexible usage
Add a cPanel / WHM control panel to a Cloud Server for easy administration

HYBRID CLOUD
Whether you have already made a substantial investment in your IT infrastructure or you are simply looking to secure your
data at an oﬀ-site location, Hybrid Cloud could be the right solution for you. Hybrid Cloud readily leverages existing or
planned environments while maintaining the ﬂexibility, security, and speed of a custom solution. The combination of the
latest cloud computing technology with dedicated servers, managed hosting, colocation, or other existing on- or oﬀ-site
equipment deﬁnes the new trend of Hybrid Cloud solutions. By utilizing secure networking paths we deliver a Hybrid Cloud
solution by intertwining your planned or existing computing infrastructure with a custom cloud or other hosting solution.
Hybrid Cloud solutions deliver the best of both worlds—tremendous cost savings and the ability to enjoy dedicated, secure,
and robust hosting platforms with greater eﬃciency.
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Redeﬁning Hybrid Clouds
Our vast experience in connectivity, advanced computing, and hosting solutions enables us to provide unique solutions with
complex technologies. We give our clients the best hybrid solutions available. Unlike one-size-ﬁts-all hybrid solutions, our
approach is to redeﬁne the Hybrid Cloud. Our variation combines a cloud computing platform with any of the following
options:
Cloud in combination with the Atlantic.Net hosting solution of your choice.
Cloud in tandem with server colocation at our data center or a data center of your choice
Secondary cloud platform established in parallel to an existing public or private cloud.
Cloud solutions in combination with existing computing solutions elsewhere.
On-site and oﬀ-site private and public clouds, combined for a robust Hybrid Cloud solution.

Find Out More?

Share your vision and goals with us and we will develop a hosting environment tailored speciﬁcally to
meet your needs! Contact our consultants at 888-618-DATA (3282), or email us at sales@atlantic.net.
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